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• Building an activity organisation to make our
vision a reality
•

•
•

•
•
•

Take ‘For the benefit of disaster victims’ as Tono Magokoro Net’s
starting point.
Remain aware of what we are there to do as volunteers: ‘Volunteer
activities are not about competition, nor are they about selfsatisfaction.’
Value the importance of an atmosphere which encourages the free
exchange of opinions.
Maintain a positive atmosphere and move towards realisation of goals.
Move from emergency assistance network to reconstruction support
network.
Move from uncoordinated top-down assistance to coordinated
support.

Keeping pace with changing needs over time.
• From the initial emergency relief phase when securing
food supplies was of paramount importance, to the
current phase where people need mid-to-long-term
support as human beings, needs have changed. Note
in particular the emergence of disaster victims isolated
or excluded from the community.

• If the support and attention of the general public shifts
away from the disaster zone, sufficient assistance will
not arrive. Memories of the disaster must not be
allowed to fade.
• Deciding the direction of restoration and recovery:
conscious support is important  building
communities.

Tono Magokoro Net’s Vision ―
Vision

Supporting reconstruction
towards a sustainable community which links people together, builds bridges between people and nature,
and in which nature and industry can coexist.

Linking people

Short term
(3 months)

Coexisting with
nature

Building “spaces”

Restoration work

• Magokoro Plaza: making a
space for evacuation
centres and local residents

• Focusing on clearing debris
and other activities

Coexistence with nature
• Living with nature

Building “communities”

Mid term
(3 years)

Reconstruction
support

Reconstruction Support

• Making a community
linking people together
• A community filling the
spaces between temporary
housing units

Living environment =
community
• House-building with
locally-sourced timber
• Regenerating natural
farming

― Community ―
Not just going back to how things were before March 11:
building awareness of back-to-nature philosophy
adapted to local conditions

Industrial recovery
Restoring related
industries

Preventing attrition
Do not forget the disaster

• Employing local workers

• Reviving local performing
arts

Building new networks
Being aware of the
direction of recovery

Getting the message out
to the public

• Reviewing land use
• Encouraging natural
farming methods
• Attracting research
institutes
• Attracting nature- and
reconstruction-based
tourism

―

• Plan commemorative events
(year-round)
• Promote the understanding
of others
• Sustain volunteer numbers
• Relay information

Reconstruction Support Network

―

Emergency assistance network  Reconstruction support network
Unlimited cooperation

① Coexisting with Nature

Awareness-raising support

Not just going back to how things were before March 11:
support awareness-raising for the construction of a
society in harmony with its environment
Current circumstances
History, Natural environment,
Climate

Short-term
temporary housing,
assistance

Present

Publicprivate
initiatives

Vision of reconstruction

History, Natural environment,
Climate
Immediately
before the
earthquake

Immediately
before the
earthquake

March 11

Different directions

Harmony &
integration

Mid/long-term: building a new
community, e.g. natural farming
methods, cities integrated with
nature, building communities

Short term:
temporary housing,
reconstruction business

March 11

Present

• Current reconstruction Vision is unclear  simply rebuilding what was there immediately before March 11.
• Chance to build a community integrated with nature  need a Vision which shows the final end point.
• Mid/long-term urban development in accordance with Vision; need to define parameters of short-term
reconstruction.

② Links between people

From “Magokoro plaza” to “Magokoro community”
Evolving towards community: community space and building a community
Purpose
• Supporting awareness-raising of posttemporary housing lifestyles and a move
from a place where disaster victims can
gather and interact, to a community whose
social infrastructure is built on coexistence
with nature.
• Supporting the disadvantaged.

Activities
• Building houses using locally-sourced timber
• Revitalising agriculture, forestry and fishery
industries (natural farming)
• Attracting researchers, research institutes and
tourists
• Planning and running events based on back-tonature philosophies: horse logging (horse-drawn
timber extraction), natural cultivation, hobbies
• Active job creation
• Supporting the disadvantaged
• Creating communities with active dialogue

In the space of a community coexisting with nature, people can have
an image of their lifestyle after moving
out of temporary housing. (Which
direction will reconstruction take?)

②－２ Links between people: Magokoro community

Significance and role of the Magokoro community
Magokoro
community
Disaster
victims
- at home
- in temporary
housing

Roles
•Reconstruction coexisting
with nature
•Reconstruction with local
business ties
•Community which protects
and nurtures people in the
region

Home

Ties

Natural
vegetable
garden

Disaster
victims
Business

• Supporting mental and
physical health
• Supporting the
disadvantaged

• Assistance in drawing up
reconstruction plans which
improve disaster victims’
happiness.
• Rebuilding communities where
people have settled after
evacuation shelters and
temporary housing.
• Raising awareness of
reconstruction based on backto-nature philosophy

- at home
- in temporary
housing

cooperation
Administrative bodies
Private welfare related
bodies
Expanding care through
public-private joint
initiatives

②－３ Links between people and business

Call for support businesses

Company advertising,
competition
Effective use of financial aid

Business roles sought by disaster areas
Company X’s
community

Disaster
victims

Rest
house

- at home
- in temporary
housing

Social bonds
in areas under
reconstruction through
café enterprise

Disaster victims

Creating motivation
Natural vegetable garden

• Supporting mental and
physical health
• Supporting the
disadvantaged

Role up until now: emergency assistance is not about competition or self
satisfaction

- at home
- in temporary
housing

Administrative bodies
Private welfare related
bodies
Cooperation

Expanding care through
public-private joint
initiatives

Change
•Region and business cooperate to protect and nurture residents
•Businesses provide backup for Magokoro community role
•Sale of goods and job creation
•Businesses can promote themselves

Tohoku winters are cold. Speed is of the
essence to ensure that as many projects as
possible are completed before winter
arrives.

②－４ Links between people: community centre café

Roles now being demanded of community centres
Commmunity centre
CAFÉ

Disaster victims

Disaster victims
- at home
- in temporary
housing

Routine
work

Local cafés
e.g. Nagoya Café

- at home
- in temporary
housing

Creating motivation
Club activities・Courses
Natural vegetable gardens on
unused land
• Supporting mental
and physical health
• Supporting the
disadvantaged

Role up until now: emergency evacuation shelter (100%)

Administrative bodies
Private welfare related
bodies
Cooperation

Expanding care through
public-private joint
initiatives

Change

Roles sought at
present and in
the future

• Region protects and nurtures companies and residents (rebuilding
communities scattered by disaster and evacuation)
• Maintain and improve health; independent support to move from evacuation
centre to temporary accommodation or own home
• Planting natural vegetable gardens (creating motivation; raising awareness of
recovery based on back-to-nature philosophy)

“Support in re-starting agriculture”
Supporting the return to cultivation of idle farmland
Fields already idle before the
disaster

Fields exposed to seawater by the
disaster

Encourage natural farming
（Organise a “re-starting agriculture
team”）
Support the return to cultivation by sowing
crops suited to the state of the fields (e.g.
sunflowers, marigolds, maize, weeds etc), or
by ploughing.

Magokoro
seeds!

Rapeseed
Maize
Marigold
Sunflower

Agricultural recovery through natural farming
Give people a reason to live through connection with the
soil

Create awareness of communities built
in harmony with nature

③ From disaster, via recovery, to growth

Moving from emergency aid to support for recovery
Initial goal:
50,000 web
visits per day

Each region
of the world
Call for international
volunteers
Actual status:
15,000 web visits
per day

combine

Expansion of the
network

Community
exchange
Nature
Agriculture
Tourism
Industry
Network to support recovery

Network

Emergency aid network
100% emergency aid
in immediate
aftermath of disaster

Preservation
and
strengthening
of disaster
network

NPO
Time of disaster

Future
Passage of time

Accumulation
and
dissemination
of knowledge
and
experience

④ Prevention of attrition

Prevent attrition by a consistent message
Plan: recruitment of overseas volunteers
Key points
Correct misconceptions overseas about
Japan, and sow the seeds for future
tourism

Plan: Sanriku “Umi no Bon” festival

Key point
Call for year-round events to ensure
that what happened is never forgotten
・Bring the whole Sanriku region together.
・Expand connections around the world.

⑤

Information-sharing and decision-making process

Information-sharing and decision-making process
Network to support recovery

Content
Network

• Retain the best of
each existing method
- Rapid response
- Flexible community
• Need to rethink
information-sharing
methods as the
network expands
• Avoid becoming
exclusive

Information
-sharing
process

Decisionmaking
process

1. Construct a system for sharing ideas
and decisions.
2. Rapid updates when proposals are
approved.

1. Rapid response to and provisional
decision about suggestions received.
2. Clarity about the likelihood of
implementing proposals.
3. Proactive consideration of projects
requiring substantial expenditure.
4. Valuing of a can-do attitude.

